
Club #85, founded 1913 September 12  2006th

Attendance:
Herman Alves, John Bishop, Jacques Dénommée, Mary McMunn, Carlo Pugliese, Steve Sadler, Barry Schmidt,  George

Shalhoub, Udo Stundner, Bob Velan,  Drew Webster. Visitors: Patrick Lemoine. 

Correspondence: See below.  
 

Guest speakers:

H
erman Alves acted as Day Chair Person and

explained that we were to hear from two of our

members as today’s guest speakers. First of all he

invited Bob Velan to tell us of his upcoming trip to the

Czech Republic. Bob spoke about “Ethics”. We learned

not only of its history in ancient Greece but also about the

ethics of pricey hotel accommodation, such as $500 for a

room in Brno. Bob referred to the political impasse the

country  faces currently. In addition to giving a twenty

minute talk in Prague to the tri-annual meeting of Czechs

living abroad, Bob will be part of a panel on “Ethics” this

Friday. He is the recipient of an award on “Ethics” from

the Ethical Forum, presented to him last year by the

President of the Czech Republic. 

Jacques Dénommée was invited to speak about the

Cyclothon fund-raising event. The eighth edition is to be

held this coming Saturday. He was looking ahead to the

character of next year’s event and thinking about returning

to the original concept. The funds raised this year will go

to “Share the Warmth”. 

Steve Sadler received a letter from a contestant in the

2005 Public Speaking  Contest. She was pleased to receive

notice that Rotary was contributing a second payment of

$200 towards her college fees. Steve wrote her and

explained the error, in response to which she sent this

letter that Steve wanted everyone should see.

Hello Mr. Sadler,

I apologize for respoding so late, but I haven't

had time to check my e-mails this week. 

Basing myself on the Rotary Club's "Four Way

Test," it is clear that I

cannot lay claim to the

cheque because it was

never rightfully mine.

It belongs to the

student who

participated in this

year's public speaking

event. It is only fair

that I return the

cheque to its intended owner.

Thank you for re-

sending the photograph. I have it saved on my

computer as a keepsake of the event.

Have a nice weekend.

-Marcella 

Upcoming programs: on Sept 19 , . Ralph Leavitt willth

present the Leavitt Award to Colin Spencer; on Sept 26   th

District Governor Linda Bradley will make her official

visit; on Oct 10  and Nov 28   Bassam Kadi is slated toth th

speak.  

The Cyclothon, a fund-raising activity of our club, 

 takes place on Sept 16 . Udo Stundner has sponsorshipth

forms.

New Members: Jacques Dénommée shared the names of

two new members. More later. 


